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Abstract. Due to the stability of the boundary-layer
stratiﬁcation, high-latitude winds over complex terrain are
strongly affected by blocking and channelling effects. Con-
sequently, at many low-lying communities in the Canadian
Archipelago, including Cape Dorset and Iqaluit considered
in this study, surface winds for the most part are from two di-
ametrically opposed directions, following the orientation of
the elevated terrain. Shifts between the two prevailing wind
directions can be sudden and are associated with geostrophic
wind directions within a well deﬁned narrow range. To quan-
titatively investigate the role of large-scale pressure gradi-
ents and the quasi-geostrophic overlying ﬂow, an idealised
dynamical system for the evolution of channelled surface
windsisderivedfromthebasicequationsofmotion, inwhich
stability of stationary along-channel wind directions is de-
scribed as a function of the geostrophic wind. In comparison
with long-term horizontal wind statistics at the two locations
it is shown that the climatologically prevailing wind direc-
tions can be identiﬁed as stationary states of the idealised
wind model, and that shifts between prevailing wind direc-
tions can be represented as stability transitions between these
stationary states. In that sense, the prevailing local wind con-
ditions can be interpreted as attracting states of the actual
ﬂow, with observed surface winds adjusting to a new stable
direction as determined by the idealised system within 3–
9h. Over these time-scales and longer it is therefore advan-
tageous to determine the relatively slow evolution of the ob-
servationally well-resolved large-scale pressure distribution,
instead of modelling highly variable surface winds directly.
The simpliﬁed model also offers a tool for dynamical down-
scaling of global climate simulations, and for determining
future scenarios for local prevailing wind conditions. In par-
ticular, it allows an estimation of the sensitivity of local low-
level winds to changes in the large-scale atmospheric circu-
lation.
Correspondence to: N. Nawri
(nawri@meteo.mcgill.ca)
1 Introduction
Strong and variable surface wind conditions are among the
main weather hazards in the Arctic. They cause dangerous
ﬂying conditions, signiﬁcant low-level visibility reduction in
blowing snow and, through snow accumulation, may block
roads and bury entire buildings. Near the coast, where most
communities are located, strong and variable surface winds
often have a signiﬁcant impact on sea state and sea ice con-
ditions, affecting again important transport and travel routes.
Due to these hazardous impacts there are concerns about
changing prevailing local wind conditions in the context of
global environmental change. Already, vulnerabilities and
limits to adaptive capacity due to stronger and more variable
surface wind conditions have been identiﬁed in some com-
munities of Canada’s Nunavut Territory (Ford et al., 2006a;
Ford et al., 2006b; Henshaw, 2006; Laidler and Elee, 2006).
The prevailing surface wind, and to some degree general
weather conditions, at many Arctic communities are affected
not only by the proximity to the sea, but also by the surround-
ing terrain. As a result, orographic modiﬁcation of low-level
winds and particularly blocking and channelling effects on
stably stratiﬁed ﬂow are noticeable in the prevailing wind
conditions at many locations of the Canadian Arctic (Hud-
son et al., 2001), such that surface winds for the most part
are from two diametrically opposed directions, and shifts
between the two prevailing wind directions can be sudden.
In that context, channelling refers to ﬂow conditions under
which wind directions are approximately perpendicular to
the local elevation gradient.
Due to the sparse available data, detailed modelling of the
wind ﬁeld at speciﬁc high-latitude locations is not practica-
ble on an operational basis, particularly over complex terrain.
Given the importance of strong and variable surface winds
acrosstheArctic, thegoalofthisstudythereforeistodevelop
a simple conceptual model for stably stratiﬁed orographic
boundary-layer ﬂow, which can be implemented for short-
term local wind forecasting and downscaling of large-scale
climate predictions more easily than high-resolution numer-
ical simulations. Thereby, the focus is on large-scale driven
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Fig. 1. Study domain and locations of interest for this study. The dashed rectangle on the left indicates the boundaries of the expanded map
on the right. Topographic base maps obtained from Natural Resources Canada.
ﬂow channelled between two approximately parallel oro-
graphic barriers, such as within valleys or fjords, and on sud-
den shifts between along-channel wind directions.
Previously, Gross and Wippermann (1987) showed that
even in the broad Upper Rhine Valley of Germany with
modest local relief, large-scale pressure-driven channelling
may be the dominant forcing mechanism under stable win-
tertime conditions. Statistically, shifts between channelled
wind directions in that area therefore occur with approx-
imately along-valley geostrophic wind directions. Under
those circumstances the low-level ﬂow within the valley may
have a signiﬁcant component opposite to the overlying quasi-
geostrophic ﬂow. By means of numerical simulations, the
authors also showed that under stable conditions an along-
valley jet below ridge-top level can form if the geostrophic
wind is steady and perpendicular to the predominant orien-
tation of the valley. The relative role of large-scale pres-
sure gradients in comparison with other forcing mechanisms
in the broad Tennessee Valley of the United States was in-
vestigated by Whiteman and Doran (1993), who found that
large-scale pressure-driven channelling is the dominant forc-
ing mechanism under conditions of weak and intermediate
overlying winds. For strong ambient winds, downward mo-
mentum transfer was also found to be important under con-
ditions of weak static stability. Eckman (1998) showed that
within the same valley pressure-driven channelling at night
is concentrated on the leeward side of the valley relative
to the overlying ﬂow, and is weaker in the afternoon. As
in the Rhine Valley, due to the importance of unbalanced
large-scale pressure gradients under stable conditions, along-
valleywindsshiftdirectionswithapproximatelyalong-valley
geostrophic winds, and may have a signiﬁcant component
opposite to the overlying ﬂow. Similarly, Reid (1996)
showed that large-scale pressure gradient forces can lead to
highly ageostrophic channelled surface winds within Cook
Strait between the North and South Island of New Zealand.
However, in contrast with these observations, Furger (1992)
showed that at Payerne, between the Jura Mountains and the
Swiss Alps, shifts between channelled surface wind direc-
tions statistically occur with overlying wind directions ap-
proximately perpendicular to the predominant orientation of
the valley. This suggests that under those circumstances cou-
pling of different layers and turbulent momentum transfer
from the overlying ﬂow also plays an important role. As a re-
sult, the ageostrophic component of channelled ﬂow is min-
imised. Weber and Kaufmann (1998) compared the relative
importance of different forcing mechanisms for channelled
ﬂows in several Alpine valleys. They found that local wind
conditions under the inﬂuence of essentially the same overly-
ing ﬂow can vary signiﬁcantly between nearby locations, and
are determined by differences in the local terrain, such as val-
ley orientation, length, width, and depth. In particular, they
found that winds in narrow valleys with widths of about 2–
3km are more strongly affected by regional temperature gra-
dientsthaninwidervalleys. Also, inshortandnarrowvalleys
and with strong overlying ﬂow, downward momentum trans-
fer dominates the large-scale pressure gradient force. Based
on measurements in the American Grand Canyon, the sig-
niﬁcance of large-scale pressure gradients for the forcing of
winds in a mid-latitude valley under stable (wintertime) con-
ditions relative to local thermal effects was also discussed by
Whiteman et al. (1999). The dependence of mid-latitude val-
ley ﬂow on static stability was also shown by Klaus et al.
(2003), who studied diurnal variations in near-surface wind
directions within the Baar Basin of Germany, related to the
varying importance of large-scale pressure gradients, local
thermal forcing, and downward turbulent momentum trans-
fer. In the presence of more complex terrain, such as within
a bifurcating valley, splitting of channelled ﬂow may occur
(Drobinski et al., 2001; Drobinski et al., 2006).
These previous studies clearly demonstrate the phe-
nomenological complexity of channelled valley ﬂows. Vari-
ations in the large-scale atmospheric conditions, as well
as local differences in the boundary-layer stratiﬁcation and
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Iqaluit
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Bafﬁn Island
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Fig. 2. Geographical conditions around Cape Dorset and Iqaluit. At each location, the solid arrow indicates the position of the wind sensor.
Both ends of the cross-channel dashed arrows are at the same elevation as indicated. Topographic base maps obtained from Natural Resources
Canada.
geographical setting, may lead to different force balances at
different locations or in different seasons. In this study, to
quantitatively investigate the role of large-scale pressure gra-
dients in the forcing of orographic ﬂow, and to derive criteria
for the occurrence of strong winds and sudden wind shifts, a
simple parameterised model for channelled surface winds is
therefore derived from the basic equations of motion, which
can be implemented based only on available operational sur-
face data. It is shown that the empirical model captures the
prevailing surface wind conditions at locations with diamet-
rically opposed prevailing wind directions. Since it only de-
pends on the local wind statistics and large-scale pressure
gradients, the model provides a uniﬁed mathematical frame-
work for the description of prevailing surface wind condi-
tions at locations with greatly different geographical condi-
tions.
The validity of model predictions is tested based on the
wind conditions at Cape Dorset (76.530◦ W, 64.230◦ N) and
Iqaluit (68.545◦ W, 63.747◦ N) (see Figs. 1 and 2). The me-
teorological observation sites at the two locations are situ-
ated at 50 and 34m above sea level (mASL), respectively.
Both locations are at the coast on or near southern Baf-
ﬁn Island in the eastern Canadian Arctic, and are sepa-
rated by about 400km in east–west direction. They are in
a regioncharacterised by a very diverse storm activity and by
storms following several different prevailing tracks (Hudson
et al., 2001). Although the local impacts may be very differ-
ent, they are essentially affected by the same storm systems.
At both locations channelling, strong surface winds, and sud-
den wind shifts occur regularly.
The article is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the
data used in this study. Section 3 discusses climatological
characteristics of surface winds at Cape Dorset and Iqaluit,
relevant for the discussion in later sections. The equations
of motion and the dynamical formalism on which the sim-
pliﬁed model is based are introduced in Sect. 4. Section 5
then describes the various simpliﬁcations and parameterisa-
tions used in the derivation of the local wind model. The
dynamic properties of the local wind model, such as the sta-
bility of stationary wind directions, are discussed in Sect. 6,
whereas Sect. 7 discusses shifts between stationary wind di-
rections. The large-scale weather patterns typically associ-
ated with extended periods of channelled wind conditions are
brieﬂy discussed in Sect. 8, and Sect. 9 introduces a simple
model for the evolution of surface wind speed during these
extended periods of channelled winds. The main results are
then summarised in Sect. 10.
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2 Data
The data used in this study are routine hourly surface mea-
surements of atmospheric pressure, temperature, and hori-
zontal wind speed and direction at Cape Dorset and Iqaluit,
as well as 12-hourly soundings of wind direction at Iqaluit.
Hourly values of speed and direction of the horizontal sur-
face wind are 2min averages measured at 10m above the
ground. Surface pressure and temperature are represented by
instantaneous values measured at 1.5m above the ground.
Following the procedure described in Nawri and Stewart
(2006), surface geostrophic winds are calculated using ad-
ditional surface pressure data at Pond Inlet and Baker Lake
for Cape Dorset, and at Clyde River and Cape Dorset for
Iqaluit. The directions of the actual and geostrophic wind
are rounded to the nearest 10degrees.
SincecontinuoushourlymeasurementsatCapeDorsetand
Clyde River are only available since 1985, the study is re-
stricted to the 22-year period from 1985 through 2006. Dur-
ing that period, at all locations there are less than 3% missing
hourly surface data for all variables. These missing data are
linearly interpolated, except for wind direction, for which a
nearest neighbour interpolation is used.
Only those soundings of wind direction with at least 25
valid data values are considered. Using nearest neighbour
interpolation, all valid soundings are transferred onto a regu-
lar vertical grid with values at 44 (level of surface wind), 50
and 75mASL, and at each 50m upward from 100mASL.
3 Climatological features of channelled surface winds
This section brieﬂy introduces some climatological features
of the surface wind conditions at Cape Dorset and Iqaluit.
A special emphasis is on channelled winds, i.e., winds di-
rectedalongthelocalorientationoforographicchannelssuch
as valleys and fjords, or between two islands. As shown in
Fig. 2, these are winds following the east–west orientation
of the channel between Mallik and Dorset Islands at Cape
Dorset, and the northwest–southeast orientation of Sylvia
Grinnell Valley and Frobisher Bay at Iqaluit.
Aside from differences in the orientation of channels, the
geographical conditions vary greatly between the two loca-
tions. With a typical ridge-top level of 60mASL at Cape
Dorset and of 600mASL at Iqaluit, there is a factor of ten
between the overall channel depths. Due to the complex-
ity of the terrain, the channel widths are harder to compare.
Given only wind observations over a single point at both lo-
cations, it is impossible to determine the horizontal extent of
channelled ﬂow in cross-channel direction. Due to the over-
all low terrain elevation at Cape Dorset, the relevant height
for the modiﬁcation of surface winds at the measurement site
is likely to be the typical ridge-top level on both sides of
the channel. At an elevation of 60mASL, large variations
in channel width occur, but near the wind sensor, the channel
is 1.8km wide. At Iqaluit, the relevant terrain height for the
modiﬁcation of surface winds is likely to be less than ridge-
top level. Based on sounding data, the directional vertical
shear strongly depends on wind direction and speed, as well
as the temperature stratiﬁcation (Nawri and Stewart, 2006).
However, on average, at half ridge-top level (300mASL),
wind directions are still within 20 degrees of the prevailing
surface wind directions. At that height, the elevated terrain
towards the northeast and southwest of the community are
separated by about 30km. Considering the situation at Cape
Dorset, it is quite possible that the relevant terrain height is
even less. In that case, the relevant width of the channel also
decreases, being 1.8km at a terrain elevation of 60mASL
near the wind sensor. Unlike at Cape Dorset, however, there
is a systematic narrowing of the channel towards the north-
west, and a sudden widening towards the southeast, without
changes in the prevailing orientation of the terrain. The un-
certainties in the relevant terrain height also complicate the
estimation of the relevant channel lengths. Taking into ac-
count the entire length of the elevated terrain on southern
Bafﬁn Island with a consistent northwest–southeast orienta-
tion, there is a factor of hundred between the approximate
lengths of the channels.
Additionally there are differences in the conﬁguration of
land masses and water bodies. Whereas at Iqaluit land–sea
differences exist mainly in along-channel direction, in the
vicinity of Cape Dorset the coastline is oriented in along-
as well as cross-channel directions. However, despite these
signiﬁcant differences in the orientation and size of the oro-
graphic channels, it is shown in this section that qualitatively
similar wind conditions are observed at the two locations, as
well as similar relationships between actual and geostrophic
surface wind directions.
Given these similarities and the uncertainties associated
with the relevant channel geometry, reference cannot be
made to speciﬁc length scales for the development of a sim-
pliﬁed wind model. In particular, this excludes scale analy-
ses of the dynamical equations. Instead, statistical relation-
ships will be used based on the climatological conditions in-
troduced in this section.
Due to the predominantly stable stratiﬁcation of the high-
latitude atmospheric boundary-layer, even modest terrain, as
atthetwolocationsconsideredhere, canhaveastrongimpact
on local surface wind conditions. More speciﬁcally, at both
locations surface winds are signiﬁcantly affected by chan-
nelling effects. As seen in Fig. 3, in contrast with the surface
geostrophic wind direction, actual wind directions at Cape
Dorset and Iqaluit are essentially bi-directional and diamet-
rically opposed, such that the two prevailing wind directions
coincide with the local orientation of the terrain. However,
due to the location of the wind sensor at the centre of the oro-
graphic channel, as well as the greater height and consistent
orientation of the terrain over a larger area, the channelling
efﬁciency at Iqaluit is higher than that at Cape Dorset. This
may also in part be due to the fact that at Cape Dorset the
wind sensor is near the top of the local terrain peaks.
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To quantitatively study channelling efﬁciency, wind direc-
tions are separated into 50-degree sectors S1 and S2 around
the primary and secondary prevailing wind directions, re-
spectively. Consequently, sector S1 covers the range of 255–
304 degrees around west at Cape Dorset and of 295–344 de-
grees around northwest at Iqaluit, whereas sector S2 covers
the range of 75–124 degrees around east at Cape Dorset and
of 115–164 degrees around southeast at Iqaluit. Since the
wind sensor at Cape Dorset is near the eastern end of the
channel, channelling effects there are mainly noticeable with
westerly surface winds. Overall, 51% of all but calm surface
winds are within the sectors S1 and S2. In comparison, 69%
of all but calm surface winds at Iqaluit are within either S1
and S2. For strong winds of at least 10ms−1 channelling ef-
ﬁciency is higher at both locations, with 58% at Cape Dorset
and 84% at Iqaluit. There are also differences in the relative
occurrence of the two diametrically opposed prevailing wind
directions. At Cape Dorset, the occurrence of easterly winds
is 46% of that of westerly winds, whereas the occurrence of
southeasterly winds at Iqaluit is 64% of that of northwesterly
winds.
Referring again to Fig. 3, at both locations transitions
between the prevailing wind directions climatologically oc-
cur with approximately cross-channel surface geostrophic
wind directions from north-northeast and south-southwest at
Cape Dorset, and from east-northeast and west-southwest at
Iqaluit. This suggests that at both locations local surface
winddirectionsaresigniﬁcantlyinﬂuencedbythelarge-scale
surface pressure distribution. In fact, there appears to be the
same relative relationship between actual and geostrophic
surface wind directions: both, the prevailing surface wind
directions as well as the critical surface geostrophic wind di-
rections are simply rotated by 45 degrees, when compared
between the two locations, together with the local orientation
of the terrain. The absence of signiﬁcant net thermal effects
within the narrow channel at Cape Dorset is in contrast with
the conditions within Alpine valleys of similar widths (We-
ber and Kaufmann, 1998). This can probably be explained
by the difference between a maritime channel between two
islands and a valley, as well as by the shallow depth of the
channel at Cape Dorset.
At Cape Dorset, sounding data are not available that would
allow a comparison between surface geostrophic wind direc-
tions and actual wind directions at different vertical levels.
However, as shown in Fig. 4, at Iqaluit there is a good corre-
lation between the surface geostrophic wind direction φg and
the direction φ of the actual wind at ridge-top level, which is
at about 600mASL. Deviations 1φ=φg−φ between the two
variables, reduced to the half-open interval of (−180,180)
degrees, are unsystematically positive or negative, and for
the most part less than 45 degrees. In fact, as seen in Fig. 5,
the root-mean-squared (RMS) deviations of actual wind di-
rections at each vertical level from the corresponding sur-
face geostrophic wind directions at Iqaluit attains a minimum
at or near ridge-top level. Deviations at ridge-top level are
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Fig. 3. Joint normalised occurrence of actual and geostrophic sur-
face wind directions (total occurrence within the data period, di-
vided by the occurrence of the most frequent combination of actual
and geostrophic wind directions)at (a) Cape Dorset, and (b) Iqaluit.
The white line connects the most frequently occurring wind direc-
tions for each geostrophic wind direction.
particularly small for the two along-channel surface wind di-
rections. Under all surface wind conditions, RMS deviation
rapidly decreases away from the surface as the wind within
the orographic channel adjusts to the geostrophic balance at
ridge-top level. The increase in RMS deviation above ridge-
top level is due to large-scale baroclinicity and changes with
height of the geostrophic wind itself.
Surface geostrophic wind can therefore be taken as an ap-
proximation of the actual ﬂow just above ridge-top level.
It can then be seen from Fig. 3 that, in addition to a close
connection with large-scale pressure gradients, local surface
wind directions are also strongly affected by the ﬂow imme-
diately above the elevated terrain through downward turbu-
lent momentum transfer. As far as the prevailing wind condi-
tions are concerned, these two external forcing mechanisms
related to the larger-scale atmospheric circulation dominate
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Fig. 4. Joint normalised occurrence of surface geostrophic wind di-
rections and actual wind directions at ridge-top level (600mASL)
at Iqaluit. The dashed white line represents geostrophic wind direc-
tions.
over local boundary-layer forcing, such as thermally gener-
ated pressure gradients within the orographic channel. The
effects of the large-scale forcing mechanisms will be dis-
cussed in more detail in later sections.
As shown in Fig. 6, channelling effects at both locations
can also be seen in the mean hourly wind direction tendency
as a function of local surface wind conditions. Especially at
Iqaluit the strong inﬂuence of the surrounding topography is
noticeable. Based on mean wind direction tendencies, there
are two stable equilibria for along-channel winds from north-
west and southeast, coinciding with the prevailing wind di-
rections, and two unstable equilibria for cross-channel winds
from northeast and southwest. At Cape Dorset there also
is a well deﬁned stable equilibrium for the dominant west-
erly wind direction. However, the secondary prevailing wind
direction from east is only weakly deﬁned based on mean
hourly wind direction tendencies.
Figure 7 shows the hourly ensemble mean evolution of
various surface variables at Cape Dorset and Iqaluit during
extended periods of channelled wind conditions. Ensem-
bles include all 24-h periods within the study period during
which wind direction consistently was within either sector
S1 or S2, and during which wind direction for at least the
previous three hours was outside the respective sector. The
mean evolution of surface variables during these extended
periods of channelled winds for the most part is similar at the
two locations. On average, surface wind speed, especially at
Iqaluit, initiallyincreasesduringchannelledwindconditions,
reaching maxima after about 12h with the primary prevail-
ing wind direction, and weaker maxima after about 16h with
the secondary prevailing wind direction. With mean annual
surface wind speeds, excluding calm conditions, of 5.3ms−1
at Cape Dorset and 5.0ms−1 at Iqaluit, wind speeds during
extended periods of channelled ﬂow, except initially during
southeasterly winds at Iqaluit, are well above average. For
comparison, mean annual surface geostrophic wind speeds
are 7.1ms−1 at Cape Dorset and 8.3ms−1 at Iqaluit. Ini-
tially, extended periods of channelled wind conditions are
therefore associated with above average horizontal large-
scale pressure gradients. However, for the primary prevailing
wind directions pressure gradients gradually weaken, result-
ing in supergeostrophic surface winds after about 12h at both
locations. Therefore, atbothlocations, stationarywinddirec-
tions are associated with signiﬁcant changes in wind speed.
In fact, as seen in Sect. 6, acceleration is related to the sta-
bility of stationary wind directions. Atmospheric conditions
leadingtostationaryalong-channelwinddirectionsarethere-
fore also conducive to positive acceleration. At Iqaluit, in
comparison with Cape Dorset, the stronger acceleration of
channelled surface winds and the greater stability of along-
channel wind directions is in part due to stronger geostrophic
winds.
On average, 1φ at both locations is positive and larger
for the primary than for the secondary prevailing wind di-
rection. Generally, these winds therefore have a signiﬁcant
component towards lower pressure, which, together with the
initially strong large-scale pressure gradients, may be related
to the generally high wind speeds and the increase in wind
speed during the ﬁrst half of the period. After about 12h,
easterly winds at Cape Dorset are typically directed towards
higher pressure. Other forcing mechanisms such as down-
wardmomentumtransferfromtheoverlyingﬂowmustthere-
fore be active to maintain the high wind speeds.
Due to the higher ground elevation, the surface pressure
at Cape Dorset is consistently lower than at Iqaluit. As seen
in the surface pressure evolution, at both locations the pri-
mary prevailing wind directions are clearly related to weak-
ening or retreating cyclones (strengthening or approaching
anticyclones), whereas the secondary prevailing wind direc-
tions are associated with deepening or approaching cyclones
(weakening or retreating anticyclones). Consequently, ex-
tended periods of secondary prevailing wind directions, fre-
quently occurring ahead of the warm front of approaching
cyclones, are associated with warmer temperatures than ex-
tended periods of primary prevailing wind directions, fre-
quently occurring behind the cold front of retreating cy-
clones.
4 Stably stratiﬁed orographic boundary-layer ﬂow
On horizontal scales over which the curvature of the earth’s
surface can be neglected, the evolution of the atmospheric
velocity ﬁeld v=(u,v,w)T in a rotating tangent Cartesian
frame of reference centred at latitude φref is described by
∂v
∂t
+(v · ∇)v+2×v=−ρ−1∇p+g+f , (1)
where p denotes pressure and ρ is density. Gravita-
tional acceleration is represented by g=(0,0,−g)T with
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g=9.81 m s−2, and internal viscous forces and sur-
face drag are denoted by f=(f1,f2,f3)T. Furthermore,
=(0,cosφref,sinφref)T with =7.292×10−5 rad s−1.
In these equations, all variables are assumed to be represen-
tative of motion on the shortest time-scale relevant for the
problem under consideration.
For ﬂow within an orographic channel, signiﬁcant hori-
zontal turbulent momentum ﬂuxes between the interior and
the lateral boundaries occur, as well as vertical turbulent mo-
mentum ﬂuxes between the surface and the overlying ﬂow.
Temporal variability of the orographic boundary-layer ﬂow
due to small-scale turbulent eddies is fast compared with
variations in response to large-scale weather systems or ther-
mally generated pressure gradients within the channel, oc-
curring over periods of a few hours to days. Given hourly
surface data, as in the present case, these important turbu-
lent velocity ﬂuctuations are unobserved. Their effects on the
slowly evolving ﬂow component must therefore be described
in parameterised form.
However, even on an hourly time-scale complex velocity
ﬂuctuations may occur that are hard to model and to predict
in detail. The interest here is in the locally prevailing surface
wind condition as a function of the larger-scale atmospheric
circulation, represented locally by the surface geostrophic
wind. As mentioned already in the introduction, the purpose
of this study is to determine to what extent the climatologi-
cally prevailing wind conditions can be interpreted as attract-
ing states of the actual ﬂow. Then, instead of modelling the
highly variable surface winds directly, the approach here is
to describe the evolution of the prevailing wind conditions
as a function of the larger-scale atmospheric circulation, and
to determine the transition of actual surface winds to these
slowly evolving climatological states of motion. For simplic-
ity, the idealised velocity ﬁeld representing the underlying
stable state of the turbulent ﬂow will be referred to as attract-
ing ﬂow. As shown below, the actual ﬂow has a tendency to
approach the momentarily stable climatological state, while
the attracting ﬂow itself slowly varies on the time-scale of
the larger-scale atmospheric circulation.
Toderiveequationsofmotionvalidforclimatologicalﬂow
conditions, following a common procedure in turbulence
studies (Monin and Yaglom, 1971), the three-dimensional
velocity ﬁeld v is written here as the sum of the slowly evolv-
ing attracting ﬂow v and partly unobserved temporal pertur-
bations v0=v−v therefrom. The other variables are decom-
posed in a similar fashion. Variables of the attracting ﬂow
are formally deﬁned as ensemble means, involving all time-
series corresponding to a particular type of evolution. In the
present case, the emphasis is on extended periods of chan-
nelled ﬂow, such as discussed in the previous section, as well
as wind shifts between channelled ﬂow conditions, discussed
in later sections.
The ensemble-averaged horizontal components of the
equation of motion (1) are then given by
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Fig. 5. Vertical proﬁles of root-mean-squared (RMS) differences
between surface geostrophic and actual wind direction at each level
in (a) winter (Jan–March), and (b) summer (July–Sep), for sound-
ings corresponding to southeasterly (blue), northwesterly (red), and
all (black) surface wind directions at Iqaluit. Ridge-top level at
600mASL is indicated by the dashed line.
∂u
∂t
+(v · ∇)u+(v0 · ∇)u0+fk×u= (2)
−ρ−1∇ zp+fz ,
where u=(u,v,0)T, k=(0,0,1)T, f=2sinφref,
∇ zp=(∂xp,∂yp,0)T, fz=(f1,f2,0)T, and ensemble
averages are represented by bars over the respective vari-
ables. In deriving this equation it was assumed that within
a gently sloping valley or over water the ensemble mean
vertical motion vanishes (w=0), and that ﬂuctuations of
density from the ensemble mean can be neglected in the
horizontal force balance (ρ=ρ). Since in this study the
focus is on the climatological evolution of surface winds, to
simplify the notation, bars over single ensemble-averaged
variables from now on will be omitted.
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Fig. 6. Local mean hourly tendencies of surface wind direction as
a function of surface wind speed and direction at (a) Cape Dorset,
and (b) Iqaluit. The white zero-isoline represents statistically sta-
tionary wind directions for given wind speeds. Arrows indicate the
prevailing turning of the surface wind within a given sector of wind
directions.
As seen in the previous section, signiﬁcant variations in
wind speed typically occur during periods of stationary wind
directions. The analysis of the stability of prevailing wind di-
rections, and sudden shifts between them, therefore requires
separate dynamical equations for wind speed and direction.
If, looking downward, wind direction (in radians) is mea-
sured positive clockwise from the positive y-axis to the direc-
tion from which the wind is blowing, horizontal velocity can
be written as u= − s(sinφ,cosφ,0)T, with horizontal wind
speed s=|u|. It then follows that the horizontal Lagrangian
acceleration of ﬂuid elements along their trajectories can be
decomposed into components parallel and perpendicular to
the (non-vanishing) horizontal velocity vector such that
du
dt
= ∂tu+(v · ∇)u
= −a1k×u+a2u , (3)
where
a1 = dtφ= − s−2 (k×u) ·
du
dt
(4)
a2 = dt lns=s−2u ·
du
dt
. (5)
Forcing parameter a1 therefore represents directional
changes in the motion of ﬂuid elements, and a2 represents
changes in their speed.
Above the boundary-layer, surface drag and turbulent mo-
mentum ﬂuxes due to velocity ﬂuctuations from the en-
semble mean, represented by −(v0 · ∇)u0, by deﬁnition are
small. In the free atmosphere, the time-rate of change of hor-
izontal velocity is then approximately given by
du
dt
+fk×u= − ρ−1∇ zp . (6)
On horizontal isobaric surfaces, dtu+fk×u=0, and ﬂuid el-
ements are unaccelerated in an inertial frame of reference. It
then follows from (3) that a1=−f and a2=0. Consequently,
as seen from (4) and (5), the ﬂow is in anticyclonic circula-
tory motion at a constant speed (inertial oscillations). If the
ﬂow is unaccelerated in the rotating frame of reference such
that dtu=0, expansion coefﬁcients a1 and a2, as a result of
the decomposition (3), must vanish independently and ﬂuid
elements, in the rotating coordinate system, follow straight-
line trajectories at a constant speed. Then (6) is solved by the
geostrophic velocity ﬁeld
vg=(fρ)−1 k×∇ zp , (7)
where, analogoustohorizontalvelocity, vg=(ug,vg,0)T=−
sg(sinφg,cosφg,0)T, with geostrophic wind speed sg=|vg|.
Validity of the geostrophic approximation requires that the
acceleration of ﬂuid elements along their trajectories is negli-
gible and that the curvature of trajectories is weak. In the free
atmosphere, to some extent this is justiﬁed for velocity ﬁelds
representative of the motion around large-scale weather sys-
tems.
However, the geostrophic wind relationship (7) and more
generally the large-scale force balance (6) break down un-
der channelled ﬂow conditions, such as the prevailing winds
at Cape Dorset and Iqaluit, under which u≈(c · u)c, where
unit vector c=−(sinφc,cosφc,0)T is oriented along the lo-
cal orientation of the channel axis, and φc is the most domi-
nantalong-channelwinddirection(φc=3π/2atCapeDorset,
and φc=7π/4 at Iqaluit). This disruption of the large-scale
forcebalanceiscausedbyterrain-inducedpressuregradients.
The total horizontal pressure gradient within the oro-
graphic boundary-layer, ∇ zp=∇ zpFA+∇ zpBL, can be decom-
posed into a component in the overlying free atmosphere, as-
sociated with a large-scale geostrophic wind vg through (7),
and a boundary-layer component due to perturbation pres-
sure pBL=pthm+pdyn, in general resulting from thermal and
dynamical effects. The horizontal pressure gradient force
within the orographic boundary-layer can then be written as
− ρ−1∇ zp=fk×vg−ρ−1∇ zpBL . (8)
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Fig. 7. Ensemble mean evolution of surface variables at Cape Dorset (red lines) and Iqaluit (blue lines) during 24-h periods of continuous
primary (solid lines) and secondary (dashed lines) prevailing wind directions. In (a) also shown is the evolution of surface geostrophic wind
speed at Cape Dorset (magenta lines) and Iqaluit (cyan lines) during 24-h periods of primary (solid lines) and secondary (dashed lines)
prevailing wind directions. Wind direction (WD) differences are deﬁned in Sect. 3.
To investigate the dynamics of channelled ﬂow affected by
two approximately parallel orographic barriers, it is assumed
that internal perturbation pressure is mainly resulting from
dynamicallyinducedstagnationpressureatthelateralbound-
aries. It is therefore mainly acting in cross-channel direction,
− ρ−1∇ zpBL≈−ρ−1  
n · ∇ zpdyn

n , (9)
where n=k×c. This assumption is justiﬁed for predomi-
nantly large-scale driven channelled ﬂow, but excludes the
study of thermally driven anabatic and katabatic winds
within sloping valleys, or land–sea breezes at the head of
fjords.
Before proceeding with the main derivation, it is inter-
esting to note that the climatological properties of short-
term ﬂuctuations of wind directions about the two prevail-
ing along-channel directions, as shown in Fig. 6, can be de-
scribed by a simple parameterisation of cross-channel pres-
sure gradients. This is achieved by assuming that the internal
stagnation pressure distribution close to the lateral bound-
aries is given by
ρ−1∇ zpdyn

 
lat
=c(n · u)n , (10)
where c can be any positive deﬁnite real function of wind
speed. To make dynamic pressure vary with the square of
wind speed, let c∼s. However, the dynamical results derived
from this expression of stagnation pressure gradients are not
sensitive to the exact parameterisation chosen. Then, with
Lagrangian acceleration dtu= − c(n · u)n it follows from
(3), (4), and (5) that the total time derivatives of wind direc-
tion and speed due to stagnation pressure gradients close to
the lateral boundaries are given by
( ˙ φ)stag = −csinφ cosφ (11)
(˙ s)stag = −cs sin2 φ , (12)
where here and in the following the substitutions (φ−φc) →
φ, and
 
φg−φc

→ φg have been made. Ac-
tual and geostrophic wind directions are therefore mea-
sured relative to the most frequent along-channel wind
direction φc. As seen from (11), independent of
wind speed, along-channel wind directions φ={0,π}
and cross-channel wind directions φ={π/2,3π/2} are
steady. With ∂φ( ˙ φ)stag=c
 
sin2 φ−cos2 φ

it follows
that ∂φ( ˙ φ)stag= − c<0 for along-channel winds, and
∂φ( ˙ φ)stag=c>0 for cross-channel winds. Along-channel
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Fig. 8. Wind speed in units of the speed at ridge-top level ver-
sus height in units of ridge-top level, calculated with (21) and (22)
for different parameter values: δ1=1, ε=0, and zero surface speed
(dash-dotted line); δ1=2, δ2=1, ε=0.5, and a surface speed of 1.2
in the same direction as the ridge-top level ﬂow (dashed line); δ1=2,
δ2=1, ε=0.5, and zero surface speed (solid line).
wind directions are therefore stable equilibria, whereas
cross-channel wind directions are unstable. This is consistent
with the average wind direction tendencies shown in Fig. 6,
indicating that, for the most part, on an hourly basis, winds
at Cape Dorset and Iqaluit ﬂuctuate around their prevailing
directions due to stabilising effects of terrain-induced stag-
nation pressure gradients at the lateral boundaries. However,
these channelling effects do not explain shifts between the
two prevailing wind directions. It can also be seen from (12)
that stagnation pressure gradients are dissipative, decelerat-
ing winds with cross-channel ﬂow components. They can
thereforenotberesponsiblefortheaccelerationthattypically
occurs during extended periods of channelled winds as seen
in Fig. 7. Although their stabilising effect is important, stag-
nation pressure gradients as parameterised by (10) cannot be
the main forcing mechanism for along-channel winds.
More generally, under channelled ﬂow conditions with
u≈(c · u)c, it follows from (2) that
c ·
du
dt
= −c ·

(v0 · ∇)u0

− ρ−1c · ∇p + c · f (13)
n ·
du
dt
= −n ·

(v0 · ∇)u0

− fc · u (14)
−ρ−1n · ∇p + n · f .
For persistent channelled ﬂows to establish, the total cross-
barrier acceleration along trajectories (14) must vanish. This
leads to the approximate balance equation
fsc= − ρ−1n · ∇p−n ·

(v0 · ∇)u0

+n · f , (15)
where sc=c ·u is the along-channel wind component. Chan-
nelling therefore requires the establishment of a stable bal-
ance in cross-channel direction between Coriolis force, hor-
izontal pressure gradients, lateral as well as bottom surface
drag, and turbulent momentum transfer. To a large extent, the
relative magnitudes of these terms depend on the width and
depth of the channel. In a narrow channel, larger horizon-
tal momentum transfer must be expected for a given along-
channel wind speed than in a wide channel. This must then
be balanced by stronger dynamic pressure gradients due to
more intense cross-channel velocity perturbations at the lat-
eral boundaries. Similarly, for a given intensity of the over-
lying ﬂow, downward momentum transfer at the bottom of
a shallow channel must be expected to be larger than in a
deep channel. Towards the top of the terrain, cross-channel
turbulent momentum transfer and surface drag become less
important, and balance Equation (15) approaches the cross-
channel component of the geostrophic wind relationship (7)
between Coriolis force and large-scale pressure gradients.
5 Local models of channelled boundary-layer ﬂow
At many communities in the Arctic, including Cape Dorset,
only hourly surface data are available on a regular basis. To
be able to apply (2) to the study of low-level winds at these
isolated locations, the terms describing surface drag and tur-
bulent momentum transfer must be parameterised using local
surface variables only.
As seen in the following sections in comparison with the
long-term data record, for attracting ﬂow describing clima-
tological surface wind conditions within high-latitude oro-
graphic channels, the net effects of internal viscous forces
and surface drag can be described by a simple Rayleigh drag
parameterisation,
f= − r0u , (16)
normally valid only for a highly viscous ﬂuid. This simple
parameterisation is therefore the dynamical representation of
the statistical fact that unsystematic turbulent ﬂuctuations are
removed by the ensemble averaging.
To simplify the expression of turbulent transfer of hori-
zontal momentum, it is separated into horizontal and vertical
components,
(v0 · ∇)u0=(u0 · ∇)u0 + w0∂zu0 . (17)
For simplicity it is assumed here that signiﬁcant horizontal
turbulent momentum transfer only occurs between the side
walls and the channel interior. Horizontal momentum trans-
fer is then mainly acting in cross-channel direction and can
be approximated by
(u0 · ∇)u0≈n ·

(u0 · ∇)u0

n . (18)
Since the side walls are rigid, horizontal momentum ﬂuxes
are always dissipative.
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Contrary to this, downward momentum transfer from the
overlying ﬂow may be the main forcing mechanism for ﬂow
over complex terrain, particularly between two orographic
barriers. Given only surface data at one location, there is no
way of distinguishing different modes of momentum transfer
to lower levels. In addition to turbulent ﬂuctuations on var-
ious scales, signiﬁcant transfer may also occur due to oro-
graphic waves or secondary circulations within the channel.
For simplicity, the combined effects of these mechanisms
will be referred to as turbulent momentum transfer. They can
jointly be parameterised based on Prandtl’s mixing length
hypothesis, in which it is assumed that turbulent perturba-
tions in horizontal velocity are mainly due to the advection
−w0∂u/∂z of ensemble-averaged horizontal momentum by
perturbation vertical velocity. This results in horizontal ve-
locity perturbations
u0= − ξ
∂u
∂z
, (19)
where the vertical eddy displacement length ξ depends on
the typical intensity, size, and lifetime of dominant turbu-
lent eddies. It therefore depends on the static stability of the
boundary-layer stratiﬁcation, and is likely to show large tem-
poral and spatial variability. Vertical momentum transfer is
then given by
− w0∂u0
∂z
=w0∂ξ
∂z
∂u
∂z
+w0ξ
∂2u
∂z2 . (20)
To obtain a simple parameterisation of turbulent momen-
tum transfer, it is assumed that the vertical dependence of
ensemble-averaged horizontal velocity at any height z0 ≤ D
at or below ridge-top level D can be described by
u(z0) = a0S(z0) + u0 , (21)
where u0=u(z0) at level z0 at which analytic shear function
S is equal to zero. Then, with velocity data at any other ref-
erence level z 6= z0, a0=(u(z)−u0)/S(z).
For the logarithmic wind proﬁle often assumed in the neu-
trally stratiﬁed boundary-layer, S(z0)=log
 
z0/D

for z0>0.
Then S(D)=0, and u0=u(D)≈vg(D)=vg(z0), where, as
discussed in Sect. 3, it was assumed that the ﬂow at ridge-
top level is approximately geostrophic. However, low-level
speed maxima are a common occurrence within the stable
high-latitude boundary-layer (e.g., Br¨ ummer and Thiemann,
2002; Br¨ ummer et al., 2005; Nawri and Stewart, 2006). In
these cases, a logarithmic wind proﬁle is not a valid repre-
sentation of the low-level shear. A more general description
of the vertical dependence of ensemble-averaged horizontal
velocity, including also the presence of low-level speed max-
ima, is given by the shear proﬁle
S(z0)=
e
δ1(D−z0)
D − 1
eδ1 − 1
−ε
e
δ2(D−z0)
D − 1
eδ2 − 1
, (22)
where δ1,2 and ε are positive constants. As for the logarith-
mic wind proﬁle, S(D)=0, and u0=vg. Vertical proﬁles of
 tan g
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Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the range of stability of chan-
nelled surface wind directions over surface geostrophic wind direc-
tion as a function of the vertical momentum transfer coefﬁcient q.
Also indicated are the ranges of positive contribution to the acceler-
ation of channelled surface winds from large-scale pressure gradi-
ents (LSP) and vertical momentum transfer (VMT).
wind speed calculated with (21) and (22) are shown in Fig. 8
for different parameter values. For δ1=1, ε=0, and zero sur-
face speed a logarithmic-like wind speed proﬁle is obtained
which increases rapidly close to the surface and more slowly
aloft. For δ1=2, δ2=1, ε=0.5, and a surface wind in the
same direction as the ridge-top level ﬂow, the vertical wind
speed proﬁle is similar to those typically found at Iqaluit un-
der strong northwesterly surface wind conditions in winter,
with higher near-surface wind speeds than at ridge-top level
(Nawri and Stewart, 2006). Again for δ1=2, δ2=1, ε=0.5,
but with zero surface speed, a vertical wind speed proﬁle is
found similar to those at Iqaluit under strong southeasterly
surface wind conditions in summer, with the highest wind
speeds at ridge-top level (Nawri and Stewart, 2006).
Generally, from (20) and (21) it follows that at any refer-
ence height z ≤ D
− w0∂zu0=q
 
vg−u

, (23)
with vertical momentum transfer coefﬁcient
q= −
1
S(z)
 
w0 ∂ξ
∂z0
∂S
∂z0

 

z0=z
+w0ξ
∂2S
∂z02

 


z0=z
!
, (24)
which, at a given location and for a particular climatological
ﬂow situation, must be determined from observations. In the
following section, this will be done based on an analysis of
the stability of prevailing wind directions. It is shown that
the same value for q is obtained not only for different chan-
nelled wind conditions at each location, but also for the two
locations considered in this study.
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Fig. 10. Evolution of surface wind directions at Cape Dorset ((a) and (c)) and Iqaluit ((b) and (d)), following transitions across zero of
stability function σ. Stability is negative (positive) in the ﬁrst (second) half of the period in (a) and (b), and vice versa in (c) and (d). Colour
shading of normalised occurrence is the same as in Fig. 3. The solid white line connects the most frequent wind directions at each hour. The
ensemble mean stability function is represented by the dashed white line.
Then, substituting (9), (16), (17), (18), and (23) into (13),
the along-channel component of the horizontal equations of
motion for channelled ﬂow is approximately given by
du
dt
=vg · (qc − fn)c−ru , (25)
where r=q+r0. Under the assumptions made, channelled
ﬂow is therefore mainly affected by the along-barrier compo-
nents of large-scale pressure gradients and vertical turbulent
momentum transfer, and damped by surface drag.
6 Prevailing wind directions
Before analysing the combined effects on channelled ﬂow
of along-channel large-scale pressure gradients and vertical
momentum transfer, it is instructive to study their isolated
effects.
6.1 Large-scale pressure gradients
Similar to the discussion of stagnation pressure gradi-
ents in the previous section, with Lagrangian acceleration
dtu= − f
 
n · vg

c due to along-channel large-scale pres-
sure gradients, it follows that
( ˙ φ)LSP = −fµ−1 sinφg sinφ (26)
(˙ s)LSP = fsg sinφg cosφ , (27)
where µ=s−1
g s. Independent of wind speed and large-scale
pressure gradients, along-channel wind directions φ={0,π}
are steady. With ∂φ( ˙ φ)LSP = −fµ−1 sinφg cosφ it follows
that, in the northern hemisphere, φ=0 is a stable equilib-
rium for 0<φg<π, whereas φ=π is a stable equilibrium
for π<φg<2π. In both cases channelled winds are stable
if the surface geostrophic wind is veered relative to the ac-
tual surface wind. Based on along-channel large-scale pres-
sure gradients, transitions between the two prevailing chan-
nelled wind directions therefore occur with along-channel
geostrophic wind directions. This situation was referred to as
pressure driven channelling by Whiteman and Doran (1993).
Since (˙ s)LSP= − s∂φ( ˙ φ)LSP, local and downstream accelera-
tion of channelled ﬂow along trajectories occurs under condi-
tions of stable stationary wind direction, i.e., if u is directed
towards lower pressure. This is consistent with the initial
increase in wind speed under stationary along-channel wind
directions at Cape Dorset and Iqaluit shown in Fig. 7.
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Additionally there are temporary stationary wind direc-
tions with cross-channel components for vanishing large-
scale pressure gradients, sg=0, as well as for along-channel
geostrophic wind directions φg={0,π}. However, since un-
der these conditions ∂φ( ˙ φ)LSP=0, neither along- nor cross-
channel winds are stable equilibria.
6.2 Vertical momentum transfer
Similarly, with Lagrangian acceleration
dtu=q
 
c · vg

c−ru due to along-channel vertical mo-
mentum transfer and surface drag, it follows that
( ˙ φ)VMT = −qµ−1 cosφg sinφ (28)
(˙ s)VMT = qsg cosφg cosφ − rs . (29)
As for the forcing by along-channel large-scale pressure
gradients, independent of wind speed and large-scale pres-
sure gradients, along-channel wind directions φ={0,π} are
steady. With ∂φ( ˙ φ)VMT= − qµ−1 cosφg cosφ it follows that
φ=0 is a stable equilibrium for −π/2<φg<π/2, whereas
φ=π is a stable equilibrium for π/2<φg<3π/2. In both
cases channelled winds are stable if they are pointing into the
same direction as the along-channel component of the over-
lying ﬂow, approximated by the surface geostrophic wind.
Based on along-channel vertical momentum transfer, tran-
sitions between the two prevailing channelled wind direc-
tions therefore occur with cross-channel geostrophic wind
directions. This situation was referred to as forced chan-
nelling by Whiteman and Doran (1993). Since (˙ s)VMT= −
s
 
∂φ( ˙ φ)VMT + r

, local and downstream deceleration of
channelled ﬂow by surface drag is reduced under conditions
of stable stationary wind direction, i.e., if u · vg>0. With
subgeostrophic surface winds there is the possibility that
−∂φ( ˙ φ)VMT>r. Net turbulent ﬂuxes may then also contribute
to the initial increase in wind speed under stationary along-
channel wind directions at Cape Dorset and Iqaluit shown in
Fig. 7.
Additionally, there are temporary stationary wind direc-
tions with cross-channel components for sg=0, as well as for
φg={π/2,3π/2}. However, similar to the forcing by large-
scale pressure gradients discussed above, there are no stable
wind directions under these conditions.
6.3 Combined forcing
The signiﬁcance of the surface geostrophic wind as both a
representation of large-scale pressure gradients as well as
an approximation of the ﬂow immediately above the ter-
rain, results in a subtle balance between the effects of along-
channel large-scale pressure gradients and vertical momen-
tum transfer on ﬂow within an orographic channel. Strong
large-scale pressure gradients as those associated with cy-
clonic storm systems potentially not only increase the along-
channelcomponentoflarge-scalepressuregradients, butalso
the magnitude of the overlying ﬂow. As mentioned above,
the wind direction within the channel is determined by the
along-channel component of the large-scale pressure gradi-
ent, as well as by the along-channel component of the over-
lying ﬂow. This balance between two forcing mechanisms
allows two regimes of channelled ﬂow, with ﬂow against
and with the direction of the large-scale pressure gradient
force. Taking into account only large-scale pressure gradi-
ents, the strongest ﬂow would develop in a straight channel
with a steady geostrophic wind perpendicular to the chan-
nel axis. On the other hand, taking into account only ver-
tical momentum ﬂuxes, the strongest ﬂow would develop
with a geostrophic wind along the channel axis, whereas a
cross-channel geostrophic wind would cause strong turbu-
lence within the channel and dissipation of momentum at the
lateral boundaries and the bottom surface.
Quantitatively the balance between along-channel large-
scale pressure gradients and vertical momentum transfer, for
all but calm wind conditions within the channel, is expressed
by the combined system of equations
˙ φ = ( ˙ φ)LSP+( ˙ φ)VMT
= −µ−1 sinφ
 
f sinφg+q cosφg

(30)
˙ s = (˙ s)LSP+(˙ s)VMT
= sg cosφ
 
f sinφg+q cosφg

−rs . (31)
As any forcing term parallel to u, the drag term −ru in (25)
has no effect on the direction of the horizontal wind. Equa-
tions (30) and (31) are a closed system for air parcel tra-
jectories within the channel if geostrophic wind is consid-
ered to be a slowly varying external parameter. The stabil-
ity of channelled wind conditions and exchanges of stabil-
ity between different prevailing wind directions can there-
fore be investigated as a function of large-scale pressure
gradients. As for the individual dynamical systems, inde-
pendent of wind speed and large-scale pressure gradients,
along-channel wind directions φ={0,π} are steady. With
∂φ ˙ φ= − µ−1 cosφ
 
f sinφg+q cosφg

it is useful to deﬁne
the large-scale stability function
σ=sg
 
f sinφg+q cosφg

. (32)
Then, the primary wind direction φ=0 is stable if σ>0,
and the secondary wind direction φ=π is stable if σ <
0. It therefore follows that φ=0 is a stable equilibrium
if −tanφg<qf −1 for −π/2<φg<π/2, and −tanφg>qf −1
for π/2<φg<3π/2. Complementary to that, φ=π is a
stable equilibrium if −tanφg>qf −1 for −π/2<φg<π/2,
and −tanφg<qf −1 for π/2<φg<3π/2. Additionally, φ=0
(φ=π) is stable (unstable) for φg=π/2 and unstable (stable)
for φg=3π/2.
7 Sudden wind shifts
In the previous section, the prevailing wind directions in oro-
graphic channels were associated with stationary states of the
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Fig. 11. As Fig. 10, for surface geostrophic wind directions.
dynamical equation (30). Consequently, shifts between the
prevailing wind directions are associated with a transfer of
stability between the corresponding stationary states.1
The range of stability of steady along-channel wind direc-
tions as a function of geostrophic wind direction is shown
schematically in Fig. 9. As indicated, wind shifts are as-
sociated with an exchange of the active forcing mechanism
(large-scale pressure gradients or vertical momentum trans-
fer). In a comparison with Fig. 3 it can be seen that at Cape
Dorset, climatologically, shifts between the two prevail-
ing surface wind directions occur with surface geostrophic
winds from north-northeast and south-southwest, or at the
critical geostrophic wind directions φ∗
g={5π/8,13π/8} in
the rotated frame of reference introduced above. This im-
plies that qf −1= − tanφ∗
g=2.41. At Iqaluit, shifts between
the two prevailing surface wind directions, climatologically,
occur with surface geostrophic winds from east-northeast
and west-southwest, i.e., again with φ∗
g={5π/8,13π/8}
and qf −1=2.41. In both cases, wind shifts occur with
geostrophic wind directions approximately perpendicular to
the channel axis. This is in contrast with the cases of ﬂow
1Since the two stationary states coexist for all parameter values,
and since they are not functions of any of the system parameters,
these stability transitions, in a strict sense, cannot be classiﬁed as
bifurcations.
within the Rhine Valley (Gross and Wippermann, 1987) and
the Tennessee Valley (Whiteman and Doran, 1993), where
prevailing wind directions are determined almost exclusively
by the along-valley component of large-scale pressure gra-
dients, with transitions between prevailing channelled wind
directions consequently occurring with geostrophic wind di-
rections aligned with the channel axis. However, the critical
geostrophic wind direction in a rotated frame of reference of
5π/8, as found at Cape Dorset and Iqaluit, is very similar to
those found at Payerne (Furger, 1992), and at several loca-
tions within the Baar Basin (Klaus et al., 2003). An adapta-
tion of the simpliﬁed model to different locations therefore
means, primarily, the determination of the appropriate value
of
q |f|−1 =
 
w0∂zu0
 

 vg
 
 ρ−1∇ zp
  vg − u
  . (33)
For given low-level and overlying ﬂow conditions, this com-
bined parameter measures the magnitude of vertical trans-
fer of horizontal momentum relative to horizontal pressure
gradients, and can therefore be interpreted as a coupling pa-
rameter between the ﬂow within and above the valley. For
qf −1=0, on a statistical basis, surface winds are completely
decoupled from the overlying ﬂow, and only depend on pres-
sure gradients within the valley. If these pressure gradi-
ents are primarily associated with the large-scale circulation,
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surface wind directions within the valley are such that there
is net veering between the surface and ridge-top level. More
detailed observational and modelling studies are required to
determine to what extend sheltered valley ﬂows fall into the
two categories of the coupling parameter that have been ob-
served so far, being either equal to 0 or 2.4, and in which way
the coupling parameter depends on the exact details of val-
ley geometry, atmospheric boundary-layer stratiﬁcation, and
speed and direction of the overlying ﬂow.
An important point to consider is that although σ(φ∗
g)=0,
this does not necessarily imply that at the stability transition
point the along-channel components of large-scale pressure
gradients and vertical momentum transfer are small. Rather,
the vanishing overall acceleration is due to a balance between
two individually strong forcing terms. Transitions between
prevailing wind directions are then likely to be associated
with strong gusts and turbulence not necessarily seen in the
hourly data values.
Since ∂2
φgσ= − σ, an extremum of σ with respect to
geostrophic wind direction must either be a global maxi-
mum or minimum. Stability and speed forcing are there-
fore maximised with respect to φg if ∂φgσ=0. This is sat-
isﬁed for geostrophic wind directions b φg and b φg + π if
qf −1=cotb φg= − tanφ∗
g, or if b φg=φ∗
g+π/2. Stationary
along-channel wind directions are therefore maximally sta-
ble with geostrophic wind directions perpendicular to the
criticaldirectionsatwhichwindshiftsoccur. Atthetwoloca-
tions considered here, this would be the case with overlying
ﬂow approximately along the channel axis, indicating again
the importance of downward momentum transfer.
The ranges of geostrophic wind directions over which
large-scale pressure gradients and downward momentum
transfer are positively active depend on the magnitude of the
vertical momentum transfer coefﬁcient relative to the mag-
nitude of the Coriolis parameter. Since at Cape Dorset and
Iqaluit |qf −1|>1, the range of geostrophic wind directions
of 7π/4 over which along-channel vertical momentum trans-
fer is positively active is larger than the range of 5π/4 over
which along-channel large-scale pressure gradients are ac-
tive. This does not necessarily imply that over time along-
channel downward momentum transfer is the dominant forc-
ing mechanism. However, at Cape Dorset, on an hourly
basis, vertical momentum transfer is 10% (58%) more fre-
quently accelerating than large-scale pressure gradients for
the primary (secondary) wind direction. At Iqaluit, vertical
momentum transfer is 31% (21%) more frequently acceler-
ating primary (secondary) wind directions.
To test the validity of the stability criteria discussed above,
and to determine the typical response time of surface wind
directions to a changing large-scale surface pressure distribu-
tion, Fig. 10 shows the hourly histogram evolution of wind
directions at Cape Dorset and Iqaluit over all 4-day periods
within the study period, during which stability function σ
changes sign once after 48h.
As seen in Sect. 3, wind direction generally is more vari-
able at Cape Dorset than at Iqaluit, with a larger difference
between the occurrence of primary and secondary wind di-
rections. Initially prevailing easterly winds at Cape Dorset
shift to occasionally strong north-northeasterly winds about
12h prior to the stability transition. Wind directions during
this transitorily stable state are essentially geostrophic and
must be maintained against channelling effects by strong ver-
tical momentum transfer. The subsequent shift to westerly
winds typically occurs within 3h after the shift in large-scale
stability. In contrast, initially stable southeasterly winds at
Iqaluit persist throughout the period of negative stability, fol-
lowed by a rapid shift of wind direction to northwest within
about 3h following the stability transition. Due to the more
dominant channelling effects, east-northeasterly winds at the
transition point are not as common as comparable cross-
channel winds at Cape Dorset. Initially stable primary wind
directions at both locations rapidly shift to the secondary
wind direction about 3–9h after the stability function be-
comes negative.
Overall, surface winds at both locations tend to adjust to
the large-scale stable direction within 3–9h. On that time-
scale and longer, predictions of highly ageostrophic chan-
nelled wind directions are possible based on the large-scale
surface pressure distribution. If stability conditions of a par-
ticular along-channel wind direction persist for more than
9h, a signiﬁcant increase in surface wind speed must be ex-
pected.
8 Large-scale weather patterns
The exact nature of shifts between prevailing wind directions
and typical large-scale weather patterns associated with them
can qualitatively be determined from the evolution of surface
geostrophic wind directions shown in Fig. 11, for ensembles
of the same 4-day periods discussed in the previous section.
Exchanges of large-scale stability from easterly to west-
erly wind directions over a 4-day period at Cape Dorset are
most frequently associated with geostrophic winds backing
from northeast to northwest. This suggests a connection
with northward moving cyclones passing east of the obser-
vation site. In connection with Fig. 9 it can be seen that,
under those circumstances, initially easterly winds are main-
tainedagainstthelarge-scalepressuregradientforcebyverti-
cal momentum transfer. As seen in Fig. 10, temporary quasi-
geostrophic winds from north-northeasterly directions then
develop just before the stability transition, after which chan-
nelled winds from westerly directions are generated initially
by the large-scale pressure gradient force against the small
easterly ﬂow component of the overlying ﬂow, and subse-
quently, after about 12h, also by vertical momentum trans-
fer.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 12. Surface pressure analyses over eastern Canada on 4 December 2007 at (a) 12 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), and (b)
21:00 UTC. At 12:00 UTC (07:00 LST), surface winds at Iqaluit are from northwest at 4.2ms−1. At 21:00 UTC (16:00 LST), surface
winds are from southeast at 3.6ms−1. Surface analyses obtained from Hydrometeorological Prediction Center of the United States National
Weather Service.
At Iqaluit, exchanges of large-scale stability from south-
easterly to northwesterly wind directions over a 4-day pe-
riod are most frequently associated with geostrophic winds
rapidly backing from south-southeast to north-northwest,
suggesting a connection with eastward moving cyclones
passing just slightly south of the observation site. As for
the wind shifts from easterly to westerly directions at Cape
Dorset, there is an exchange in positively active forcing
mechanism of channelled winds from along-channel verti-
cal momentum transfer to along-channel large-scale pres-
sure gradients. Due to the location farther east, east-
northeastward moving cyclones passing northwest of Iqaluit,
associated with geostrophic winds veering from south to
northwest, are more frequently associated with shifts from
secondary to primary wind direction than at Cape Dorset. In
those cases, at the stability transition, there is an exchange in
positively active forcing mechanism from large-scale pres-
sure gradients to vertical momentum transfer.
At both locations, the most frequent transitions from pri-
mary to secondary wind direction over a 4-day period occur
with geostrophic winds backing from around north to around
southeast, typically associated with the passage of a west-
ward tilted ridge located between low-pressure systems over
Canada’s Northwest Territories and Labrador Sea or Bafﬁn
Bay. Less frequently transitions from primary to secondary
wind direction are associated with the passage of an inverted
ridge and veering surface geostrophic winds, shifting from
north-northwest to northeast at Cape Dorset, and from north-
northeast to east at Iqaluit.
The persistent northeasterly surface geostrophic wind con-
ditions following shifts to easterly surface winds at Cape
Dorset result in extended periods during which the surface
ﬂow must be maintained against the large-scale pressure gra-
dient force by strong vertical momentum transfer. These
backed surface geostrophic winds, relative to the actual
surface winds, have previously been discussed in Sect. 3, in
connection with shorter periods of easterly wind conditions.
In contrast, at Iqaluit, surface geostrophic winds following
shifts to southeasterly surface wind conditions, for the most
part remain veered.
An example of the relatively small changes in the large-
scale surface pressure distribution that may lead to 180-
degree wind shifts at Iqaluit within a period of a few hours
is shown in Fig. 12. In that situation, the local geostrophic
wind direction shifts from northwest at 07:00 Local Standard
Time (LST) to west-southwest at 16:00 LST, associated with
a shift in surface wind direction from northwest to south-
east. At 07:00 LST, the large-scale forcing of the surface
wind is primarily due to downward momentum transfer. At
16:00 LST, the geostrophic wind is close to its critical direc-
tion. The weak to intermediate southeasterly surface wind in
that situation is maintained against the overlying ﬂow by the
along-channel pressure gradient.
9 Evolution of surface wind speed
In the discussion above it was implicitly assumed that chan-
nelling occurs along a substantial part of the channel, such
that under along-channel wind conditions at the observation
sites c · ∇φ=0 and ˙ φ=∂tφ. As seen in Sect. 7, directional
stability of trajectories of the attracting ﬂow, as described by
(30), is consistent with the prevailing local wind direction
tendencies. However, within channels with varying cross-
section or varying type and slope of the bottom surface, wind
speed generally shows large variability in the along-channel
direction. Qualitatively, the combined magnitude of these
effects can therefore be estimated by assuming that locally
the along-channel gradient in wind speed vanishes, and by
comparing the analytical results of the model based on this
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assumption with the evolution of along-channel wind speed
during the 4-day periods centred around large-scale stability
transitions discussed in the previous sections.
With c · ∇sc = 0 it follows from (25) that
∂sc
∂t
+r sc=σ . (34)
Locally, the oriented along-channel wind speed is therefore
damped by surface drag, and forced by the large-scale sta-
bility function. Formally, this differential equation is solved
by
sc(t)=e−r(t−t0)

s0+
Z t
t0
er(t0−t0)σ(t0)dt0

, (35)
where s0=sc(t0) at any reference time t0. For simplicity,
temporal variations in geostrophic wind speed are neglected,
and geostrophic wind direction is assumed to change linearly
with time, such that φg(t)=φ∗
g ± ω(t−t0) and t0 represents
the time of the stability transition. It then follows from (32)
that
σ(t)=±b σ sinω(t−t0) , (36)
where
b σ=σ(b φg)=sg

f cosφ∗
g−q sinφ∗
g

. (37)
Under these assumptions, consistent with the observational
results shown in Fig. 10, the large-scale stability function has
a sinusoidal time-dependence. Along-channel wind speed is
then given by
sc(t) = α sinω(t−t0)+β cosω(t−t0) (38)
+(s0−β)e−r(t−t0) ,
where
α=±
rb σ
r2+ω2 (39)
and
β= ∓
ωb σ
r2+ω2 . (40)
In (38), the magnitude of the transient term (s0−β)e−r(t−t0)
rapidly decreases towards zero starting from any reference
time t0 ≤ t, and becomes negligible after only a few hours.
Based on the assumptions made, along-channel wind speed
therefore locally has a tendency to approach
sLS(t)=α sinω(t−t0)+β cosω(t−t0) , (41)
which, for a given parameterisation of turbulent momentum
transfer and surface drag, depends only on large-scale at-
mospheric conditions. For the transitions between primary
and secondary wind directions shown in Fig. 10, the cor-
responding ensemble means of the observed along-channel
wind components, as well as those calculated based on (41),
are shown in Fig. 13.
                         
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
                         
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
Fig. 13. Ensemble mean evolution of the calculated (solid lines)
and actual (dashed lines) along-channel surface wind component at
(a) Cape Dorset, and (b) Iqaluit, during transitions across zero of
stability function σ. Red (blue) lines correspond to transitions from
secondary (primary) to primary (secondary) wind direction.
For each of the cases, angular frequency ω is deﬁned as
twice the period of time between minimum and maximum
of the stability function. At Cape Dorset (Iqaluit), the mean
period for transitions from secondary to primary wind direc-
tion is 130h (124h), and 144h (170h) for transitions from
primary to secondary wind direction. At both locations, the
latter transition is the slower one.
The amplitude b σ is deﬁned as the average of the amounts
of the minimum and maximum values of σ within the 4-
day transition periods. The mean stability amplitude for both
transitions is 0.0024ms−2 at Cape Dorset, and 0.0039ms−2
at Iqaluit. The larger amplitude of stability oscillations at
Iqaluit is due to the stronger geostrophic wind speed at that
location, as seen in Fig. 7.
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Since the surface drag coefﬁcient r0 is undetermined, pa-
rameterr=q+r0=1.9q atCapeDorsetandr=1.6q atIqaluit
is chosen such that the calculated peak along-channel wind
speeds at least for some periods of channelled ﬂow are con-
sistent with the observations. However, there are some im-
portant deviations from the linear dynamics. These are par-
ticularly noticeable in the peak speeds of southeasterly winds
at Iqaluit, which, relative to northwesterly wind speeds, are
overestimated by the linear model. Assuming that these sys-
tematic deviations from the linearised large-scale driven dy-
namics are primarily due to the omission of the nonlinear ad-
vection term in (34), it follows that on average −sc c·∇sc>0,
i.e., that at the observation site wind speed typically de-
creases along trajectories in channelled ﬂow. For onshore
southeasterly ﬂow this may be due to the sudden increase in
surface drag at the coast, whereas for northwesterly winds
emerging from Sylvia Grinnell Valley this may be due to the
widening of the channel cross-section and the decrease in the
downward surface slope. At Cape Dorset, the westerly ﬂow
component following a wind shift from easterly directions is
large, notonlyincomparisonwitheasterlyﬂow, butalsowith
westerly ﬂow prior to a shift to easterly directions. Assum-
ing again that this is primarily due to nonlinear advection,
the westerly ﬂow component upstream of the observation site
must be particularly large following a shift in local surface
wind direction from east to west. This could be explained
by the location of the observation site at the downstream end
of the channel, together with the northeasterly to northerly
overlying large-scale ﬂow, as seen in Fig. 11. During peri-
ods of westerly ﬂow prior to wind shifts to easterly direc-
tions, the large-scale ﬂow typically has westerly directions
as well, thereby reducing positive advection of the westerly
ﬂow component towards the observation site.
10 Conclusions
In this study, mechanisms involved in the forcing of large-
scale driven channelled boundary-layer ﬂows at Cape Dorset
and Iqaluit were analysed. Both observation sites are low-
lying coastal communities located on or near southern Bafﬁn
Island, where the prevailing surface wind conditions, and to
some degree the general weather conditions, are affected not
only by the proximity to the sea, but also by the surrounding
topography.
Due to the complex terrain, the as yet unobserved spatial
variability of the surface wind around the observation sites is
probably substantial. However, directly at the airports, where
meteorological measurements are taken, surface winds, par-
ticularly at high wind speeds, tend to follow the general ori-
entation of the local topography. Consequently, prevailing
surface winds are from two diametrically opposed directions,
with a primary surface wind direction from west at Cape
Dorset and northwest at Iqaluit, as well as a secondary sur-
face wind direction from east at Cape Dorset and southeast
at Iqaluit. Shifts between the two prevailing wind directions
can be sudden and may signiﬁcantly impact the sea state and
sea ice conditions, snow drift and accumulation, as well as
aviation and other travel safety. This is particularly impor-
tant at Iqaluit, where shifts between the prevailing wind di-
rections from northwest and southeast are also shifts between
offshore and onshore ﬂow.
In combination with local channelling effects, the occur-
rence of any of the two prevailing wind directions was found
to be determined mainly by the direction of the surface
geostrophic wind. Shifts between the two prevailing wind
directions occur within a narrow range of geostrophic wind
directions approximately perpendicular to the orientation of
the local terrain. Climatologically, extended periods of chan-
nelled winds from both prevailing directions are associated
with an initial strengthening of surface winds, from below
to above average wind speeds. Conditions for sustained and
strong surface winds from a constant along-channel direc-
tion, as well as for sudden shifts between the prevailing wind
directions, are therefore closely related to the large-scale
pressure distribution and in particular to cyclonic weather
systems.
It was shown that under channelled wind conditions within
a straight valley, a cross-valley balance exists between Cori-
olis force, horizontal pressure gradients, lateral as well as
bottom surface drag, and turbulent momentum transfer. Ef-
fective forcing of channelled ﬂow is due to the combined ac-
tion of the along-channel components of large-scale pressure
gradients and vertical momentum transfer from the overlying
ﬂow. Due to the quasi-geostrophic nature of the ﬂow imme-
diately above the terrain, these two forcing mechanisms are
closely related. Along-channel large-scale pressure gradients
and vertical momentum transfer are never maximised at the
same time, but may reinforce or counteract each other. The
exact balance not only varies with time, but also depends on
local terrain features and the boundary-layer stratiﬁcation.
To quantitatively investigate the role of large-scale pres-
sure gradients in the forcing of high-latitude orographic ﬂow,
and to derive criteria for the occurrence of sustained strong
winds and sudden wind shifts, a simple two-dimensional dy-
namical system for the evolution of channelled surface winds
was derived from the basic equations of motion. The com-
plexity of the dynamical equations was reduced such that
only hourly surface data are required for an implementation
of the model. As such, the representation of forcing terms
is limited to a three-point calculation of large-scale pressure
gradients, and a local parameterisation of turbulent momen-
tum transfer and surface drag.
The resulting dynamical equation for surface wind direc-
tion has two coexisting stationary states coinciding with the
two prevailing along-channel wind directions. The stabil-
ity of these stationary states is determined by the surface
geostrophic wind direction, which is acting as a slowly vary-
ing external parameter. There are two free parameters in the
model: verticalmomentumtransfercoefﬁcientq, andsurface
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drag coefﬁcient r. Of these, q is the more important one, as
it affects the stability of stationary wind directions. The cou-
pling parameter qf −1, measuring the magnitude of vertical
momentum transfer relative to the magnitude of horizontal
pressure gradients, is determined such that exchanges in sta-
bility between stationary states and sudden wind shifts in the
simpliﬁed model occur at the critical geostrophic wind di-
rections evident in the long-term wind statistics. Despite the
complexity of the deﬁnition (24), it was shown that the same
value of the coupling parameter applies at both locations, and
for shifts from primary to secondary wind direction and vice
versa, atbothcriticalgeostrophicwinddirections. Consistent
with the observed increase in surface wind speed during ex-
tended periods of channelled ﬂow, the conditions for the sta-
bility of stationary along-channel wind directions are identi-
cal with the conditions for positive acceleration. The stability
analysis therefore provides criteria for strong and persistent,
as well as gusty and variable wind conditions, which may be
equally hazardous.
It was then shown that the evolution of ensemble-averaged
channelled wind directions is modelled by the simpliﬁed
model, with actual surface winds adjusting to a new stable
stationary wind direction within 3–9h. Three independent
pressure observations on the same vertical level can there-
fore be used as predictors of local prevailing wind directions
on time-scales of about 6h and longer, and stable stationary
wind directions of the simpliﬁed model can be interpreted as
attractors of turbulent channelled ﬂow. On these time-scales
it is therefore advantageous to determine the relatively slow
evolution of the large-scale pressure distribution, instead of
modellinghighlyvariablesurfacewindsdirectly. Theparam-
eterised local wind model thereby offers a tool for empirical
downscaling of global climate simulations, and for determin-
ing future scenarios for local prevailing wind directions. In
particular, it can be used to quantify the sensitivity of surface
winds to a changing large-scale pressure distribution, and to
investigate local impacts on the prevailing wind directions
from changing storm activity. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that
at Cape Dorset the prevailing surface geostrophic winds are
close to one of the critical directions for which shifts between
the prevailing surface wind directions tend to occur. At that
location, more so than at Iqaluit, there is therefore the pos-
sibility that signiﬁcant changes in the prevailing local wind
conditions may occur due to relatively minor changes in the
large-scale atmospheric circulation.
Whereas the local prevailing wind directions and sudden
wind shifts are well represented by the simpliﬁed dynami-
cal model, wind speed is affected by small-scale geograph-
ical variations, such as changes in surface type and chan-
nel width, and therefore follows more complex dynamics.
Qualitatively, the net effects of these boundary-layer forc-
ing mechanisms are estimated from a comparison of simpli-
ﬁed model predictions with the ensemble-mean evolution of
along-channel surface wind speed during extended periods
of prevailing wind directions, and shifts between them.
At Cape Dorset, there are indications that local time-
tendencies of along-channel wind speed are affected by the
location at the eastern end of the channel, and thus by in-
homogeneities in along-channel speed advection. There is
the possibility that at the centre of the channel easterly sur-
face winds are better deﬁned than at the eastern end. In that
case, the empirical wind model is a better representation of
the unobserved ﬂow in the centre of the channel. At Iqaluit it
appears as if surface wind speed is not only affected by chan-
nelling but also by funnelling effects, as well as by land–sea
transitions. The model predictions could be made consistent
with the ensemble-mean evolution of along-channel surface
wind speed by introducing an inhomogeneous surface drag
parameterisation depending on the surface wind direction.
However, this is omitted from the present study.
Limitations to the accuracy of model predictions may also
arise due to the omission of small-scale thermal effects. At
the two locations discussed here, local temperature gradients
do not seem to have a signiﬁcant impact on overall wind
statistics. At other locations in the Canadian Archipelago,
however, thermal wind systems such as land–sea breezes
or anabatic and katabatic winds are known to be important
(Hudson et al., 2001). These special wind conditions are de-
coupled from the ambient ﬂow and must therefore be treated
separately from channelled ﬂow driven by the large-scale
pressure distribution. Also, the cross-channel force balance
may break down, giving rise to occasionally strong cross-
channel winds (see Nawri and Stewart (2006) for a climatol-
ogy of these winds at Iqaluit). These are of critical impor-
tance for aviation and must be studied separately.
The exact nature of terrain-induced forcing mechanisms
strongly depends on details of the local geography. However,
despite signiﬁcant differences in orientation, length, width,
and depth of the orographic channels at Cape Dorset and
Iqaluit, qualitatively similar wind conditions are observed at
the two locations, as well as similar relationships between
actual and geostrophic surface wind directions. A compar-
ison with the results from previous studies shows that these
windconditionsaresimilartothosewithinsomemid-latitude
valleys, but are substantially different from others. As long
as the prevailing surface wind directions are diametrically
opposed, such as is likely to be the case within valleys or
along single orographic barriers, the simpliﬁed model can be
adopted to these different locations by determining the ap-
propriate value of the coupling parameter qf −1. Since it only
depends on the local wind statistics and large-scale pressure
gradients, the model provides a uniﬁed mathematical frame-
work for the description of prevailing surface wind condi-
tions at locations with greatly different geographical condi-
tions. In this regard, it is clear from a comparison of the
valley geometry at the two locations considered here, that
possible similarities in the coupling parameter are not nec-
essarily due to similarities in valley orientation. It is also
apparent, that it is neither due to similarities in the absolute
values of valley length, width, and depth, nor in the aspect
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ratios of length/width, length/depth, and width/depth. This
suggests, that atmospheric boundary-layer stratiﬁcation, as
well as speed and direction relative to the channel orienta-
tion of the overlying ﬂow play more important roles. How-
ever, more detailed observational and modelling studies are
required to be able to draw more deﬁnite conclusions.
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